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WorkMax FORMS Features

FORMS CAPTURE

Any Device, Anytime, Anywhere Access, complete, and view forms from mobile devices or any web browser

Real-time Forms can be captured and sent to the office in minutes

Runs Offline WorkMax mobile app allows employees to enter form data while disconnected or 
without service

Intuitive Easy to learn, simple navigation

Unlimited Forms Create, deploy and submit as many forms as needed (no additional cost per form or 
form submission)

Auto-save Mobile FORMS can be started, worked on and completed all at one time or saved as 
a draft and completed at a later time

Send From Mobile Completed form PDFs can be shared and emailed to anyone (co-workers, 
customers, etc.) 

GPS Know where the form was submitted from a mobile device location

Photos/Video Add photos/videos in real-time from a mobile device or a device’s photo library

Annotation Photos and blank canvas sketches can be annotated and inserted into forms from 
mobile devices

Signature Add signature field into forms to mitigate risk

TIME + FORMS Workflow Request/require forms to be filled out on clock IN/OUT

CREATION (WorkMax Control Center)

Widget Library Simple and flexible one-click use to build and modify forms

Form Builder Build and deploy forms in minutes without any coding

Conditional Forms Embed sub-forms and triggers to other forms for robust work-flow capabilities

Clone Quickly create/modify forms from existing forms

Calculations Embed custom tables, formulas, and simple calculations in your forms to increase 
accuracy and reduce errors

SECURITY

Mobile Device Tokens Secure tokens ensure that only approved mobile devices can access your forms

Role-base Permissions 
and Routing

Robust permissions and routing controls determine who has access to complete and 
submit forms

Secure Data Secure access controls keeps customers and company data safe

Create and deploy e-forms to your mobile, remote, and local workforce. Now you can capture rich mobile form 
information including table data, calculations, digital signatures, audio notes, pictures, and video footage.
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